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OVERVIEW
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The Pelle Svanslös playground is located in the Carolina Park in Uppsala and was opened in June 2014. Inspired by the well known story 
of Pelle Svanslös books, the highly themed playground is built with swings, slides, a merry go round, a bakery shop, a police office, a 
Pelle’s house, a church, an animal hut, a water pump, and a small pond (see Figure 1). The goal of Pelle Svanlös playground is to provide 
a play space for children and to encourage the play between them at the first priority, also provide a space for conversation between 
children and adults (www, Uppsala Kommun, 2014). When our Embodied interaction course began, playground had been in operation 
for three months.

I NTRODUCTION TO
Pelle   Svanslös   Lekplats

A panorama of Pelle Svanslös Lekplats
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O BSERVATION I  SSUE
Limited Play Materials

Most of the interaction in the playground is simple and 
predictable, children play as the place tell them to play, e.g. 
swinging with the swing, sliding on the slide, and cycling with the 
merry-go-round. 

Play Activities

Fixed Object and Cleanliness of Playground

The whole playground is built with the theme of Pelle Svanslös. 
Besides, many objects (cakes, a bucket, etc.) are fixed in the 
building and cannot be moved from the house. And we observed 
several times that the adults did not allow children to make the 
place dirty. They would usually throw things away if they don’t fit 
the playground.

The “cleanliness” of the playground seems to hinder children 
from bringing other resources to the playground. Besides, the 
current structure of the playground is restricted by the strong 
theme and the lack of other materials. In turn, those fixed stuffs in 
each building  might restrict children’s play.

Predictable Play Pattern

One boy was pretending he was driving the bus. Several children 
prefered to climb up on the roof of the bus and buildings. The 
water pump is one of the most popular places. Sometimes 
children collaborated to pump water,  sometimes after previous 
child left, the child who was waiting took over the turn. But when 
some of kids left the area, the interaction between groups broke.
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GOAL
"Based on those issues, we set the goal to support an 

open-ended play of children by encouraging them to create 
and communicate meaning of play"
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DESIGN QUESTION
How can interactive technology provide materials to allow 

more open-ended play activities ?
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B RAINSTORMING

B a s e d  o n  o u r  d e s i g n  q u e s t i o n ,  a 
brainstorming was conducted in order to 
explore as much potential design solutions 
as possible. All ideas, written on posters, 
were collected together on a white board 
and categorized into several groups in 
terms of different patterns, such as, social 
interaction, creating things, role play, etc. 
Then we started analyzing and screening all 
these ideas.

After the discussion within our group and 
a feedback session with other students 
and supervisor, three major ideas emerged 
during the brainstorming: 

• Role-playing as citizens of the playground,
• Interactivity with natural material,  
• Letting the children paint. 

Collecting ideas

Screening ideas Further discussion
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
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O UR INITIAL IDEAS

1. FEED THE PIG
The idea is to make the pig respond to, for 
example, the water pump to invite children 
to come and to feed it. The pig will make 
a hungry sound or emit a light. A bucket 
in front of the pig would be installed to 
contain water and  measure the weight. An 
ultra sonic sensor could be added to detect 
when people come close to the animals.

Pig House (up) and Water Pump (below)

2. INTERACTIVE Merry-Go-Round

We observed that, children offen play the 
merry-go-round insyallation together. This 
design idea is to build a tube in the middle 
of it with leaves inside. As they increase the 
speed of pedaling, the leaves inside the 
tube will spin accordingly. Sound or music 
can also be applied to enhance feedbacks. 
This game could encourage children to 
cooperate with others while giving a very 
enjoyable play experience with the dancing 
leaves. Paper Sketch

Paper Sketch

Merry-Go-Round
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3. PAINT WITH BRANCHES & LEAVES

There is a round table in the center of the playground. Despite this strategic location, 
fewer play activities have taken place. This design idea transforms the round table on the 
square into a big canvas which reacts to objects such as leaves, sticks and stones. The 
expectation is to let children form different shapes by using these materials, and project 
the shape on the square area. The purpose behind this is firstly to encourage children to 
collect nature materials and bring them to the playground. Secondly, the round table can 
act as the canvas which can interact with these materials.

4. POSTBOX

Or, what if the post box can actually 
“deliver” a post to the houses?
 
A simple camera / scanner setup inside the 
post box and some printers in the houses 
can create such illusion. The letters or 
drawings will be available for picking up 
in the house. Such mailing activity is still 
aligned with the spirit of the playground 
(Pelle’s world does have a postbox) while 
allowing children to produce different 
contents on the letters and send them to 
different people. Additionally, we suspect 
that they would bring more papers, which 
mean more materials, to the playground.

Postbox

Center of the Playground

Paper Sketch Picture made by leaves | Image  
courtesy of www.5068com
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D ECISION

After we built the prototype, a design 
critiqe session was hold and during which 
we've narrowed down our concept idea to 
let children creating and communicating 
meaningfulness through play and in a way 
enhance the open-ended play. 

- Feed the Pig idea may be too simple as 
the play happens only in one place with 
predictable, repeatable result, children can 
easily get bored. 

- Merry-Go-Round and Pait with Branckes 
and Leaves ideas have several issues regard 
to technic. 

- The Postbox also has some small issues, 
but we like the postbox idea because the 
system facilitates play without limiting its 
meaning. Furthermore, it connects different 
places in the playground, allowing social 
interaction in the whole space.

Therefore, The postbox idea is chosen as 
our final decision. 

In the interaction lab, we built a complete 
model of the playground to get a holistic 
view of the space and how the pig, the 
puzzle game, the merry-go-round, and the 
postbox fit in there. The mock-ups were 
built with strings to depict relationship 
between different playground areas.

P ROTOTYPING 

Big model made by all kinds of materials that we can found from our Interaction Lab

Small model made by clay and papers
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S CENARIO

1. A boy sees a post box.
2. The boy draws a postcard.
3. The mail slot is blinking in order to 
promote him to put the mail into the 
mailbox through the hole.

4. He puts the post into box.
5. He chooses a button which indicates 
the building to which he wants to send 
this mail. 
6. After the mail enters the mailbox, 
the blinking stop and the system starts 
scanning and converting it into digital 
image. 
7. Processes the image by adding some 
lovely stickers (e.g. image of Pelle Cat) 
and texts etc.
8. Sending the post. 

9. The house recieves the post. 
10. The girl playing in that house is 
surprised by this mail.
11. The post is displaying on the screen 
wall. She likes this postcard so she 
presses a button to print it out. 
12. She takes the postard away with her.
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USER TEST 
AND 

EVALUATION
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Results:

Goal: Preliminarily testing of our idea

Methods:
In the first part of the experiment, one of 
our team member pretended to be a post 
man stood beside the postbox to help 
children complete writing a post card and 
send this post card to a house selected by 
children.

In the second part of the experiment,we  
remove postman and hide ourselves 
behind buildings while observing children’s 
behavior.

• Children were scared by the postman and 
stayed away from the mailbox.

• After the postman was removed, children 
started approaching the postbox and 
drawing stuffs on  papers. Some  papers 
were left on the other place of playground 
(left picture). 

• There was one particular girl spent a long 
time on creating the postcard, then she 
took postcard and excitedly showed it to 
her parents. (Picture below).

E VALUATION 1 

Insights For Next Iteration:
Experiment the proposed scenario with a fake physical prototype.
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E VALUATION 2 

• The major part of the hole was covered by a front board. 
• Four clay buttons represented buildings in the playground.  
• A question mark button meant sending letter randomly. 
• Colorful papers and pen were left on the top of the post box. 
• The back side was covered with a wooden board. 

The group met the mother and gave a 
description of the project and the goal of 
the test. During test, paticipant's mother 
or us gave hints of how system works and 
also let paticipant know what she could 
do next.

Front side of the prototype Back side of the prototype

Goal: Preliminarily testing of physical prototype and process.

Prototyping v1.0:

Methods:

STEP1: One of our group member is hiding behind the postbox 
when participants insert cards.
STEP2: Then he/she can get postcard from the otherside.
STEP3: Then taking pictures and send it to the tablet in the 
selected house.
STEP4: A group member who stand by in the building will show 
the image to the participants.

Intervention

Wizard of Oz Technique
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Our  participant was a 5-year old girl (alias name Susan).

After listening to the introduction of how to play by her mom, she 
wrote a postcard and sent it to the Pig House.

Expectation for finding a post card : Then she ran to the Pig House 
and found a digital copy on a tablet screen, she felt so exited that 
she ran back to the postbox and wrote next postcards.

Results: Understand the system quickly: After she finished one session,  
one father and two small children were checking the post box. 
Susan started to explain how it works and what they can do.

Familiarity with the place: Susan could matched icons on the 
button with the buildings in the playground easily. But she 
couldn't understand question mark button, even though her 
mother explaided.
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Insights For Next Iteration: E VALUATION 3 

Goal:  
• Testing with younger age group. 
• Testing the feedback session of postbox.

Prototyping v2.0:

Prototype v2.0 was developed mainly to 
improve the buttons’ feedback sytem.
Changes from last prototype:
• Four LEDS are installed under the buttons. 
They are controlled manually by the wizard 
everytime a letter comes in.
• Question mark button had been removed 
from the board.

Method:
Participants: one 3 year old boy (alias name 
Olof) with her mother, and one 4 year old 
boy (alias name Marcus) with her mother.
The same methods from evaluation2 were 
applied with minor adjustments:

1. Intervention: The session began with an 
explanation to the parents on how the post 
box works so they can guide their children, 
but we didn't provide extra hint during 
play.
2. Wizard of Oz: The LEDS were lighten 
manually when postcards were put inside 
the postbox.

Time: Sunday, 19th of October 2014; 14:00-15:00

Olof and his mother Marcus and his mother

• From the result of this test, we assume 
children are capable of matching drawings 
of buildings on the buttons with the real 
ones. 
• However the function of the question 
mark button was hard for the participant to 
understand.
• The prototype was lacking of feedbacks. 
For the next prototype feedbacks should 
be provided.  

Before test After test
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Results:
Supervised play:

The participants took the pen from their mother.
Parents oral guidance such as "Should we post it?"; “Where should 
we post it?”; "To the pig again? I think you can press this."

Letter sending behaviour:

There were inconsistencies about whether to put the letter or to 
press the button first, as this is not communicated clearly by the 
postbox.

When we did not blink the LEDs in time, Marcus told his mother 
to wait for the system’s response instead of going to the mail 
destination directly.

Expectation at destination:

There are few occasions where we showed them letters from 
someone else and they looked puzzled. 

The Honeypot Effect:

As soon as Olof left to check his letter at the destination, other kid 
moved forward and actually used the postbox. One boy sent his 
letter to the church and looked around it. Unfortunately we did not 
have chance to fake the system for him.

Insights For Next Iteration:
• Social interactions can only occur if multiple children play at the 
same time. 
• The tablet needs to be able to show multiple images at the same 
time and work more independently.
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E VALUATION 4 

Prototyping v3.0:

Prototype 3.0 is designed based on the insights from previous tests, we are aiming at 
developing a more independent system without too much intervention from us:
• The buttons now are made by physical plastic material instead of clay.
• The buttons have their own assigned LEDs to give a more meaningful feedback. 
(example: red LED will light when the red button is pressed)
• Cables enable the wizard to receive the input of which button is pressed and then give 
the feedback.

• Frames for iPads are developed so we 
can leave the iPads inside the houses and 
watched them from a distance.

( Due to time constraint of the project and iteration of technical improvement, the fourth evaluation has not been done.)
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T EAM -- SOMA!

Observer Wizard ApeDesigner Group Contract

Observing Designing Documenting
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THANK YOU !

Course: Embodied Interaction, Uppsala University
Supervisor: Annika Waern, Elena Márquez Segura
2014-10-29


